
A NEW WORLD OF 

LIFE SAFETY AND PROPERTY PROTECTION



The Mircom Group manufactures products that lead the market in performance, quality and value.
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The Mircom Group of Companies™

The Mircom Group of Companies™ (MGC™) brings a truly global perspective 

to the design, manufacture and application of advanced Fire Alarm,

Communications and Security systems, devices and accessory products. 

Multiple MGC™ product brands, including Mircom™, Secutron™ and Summit™,

allow our company to tailor life safety solutions that address the unique needs

of diverse marketing channels, including engineered systems distributors, 

electrical contractors, system integrators and fire alarm companies.

MGC™ service brands allow us to support the needs of our customers 

beyond the limits of simple product delivery. Mircom Engineered Systems™

deliver the highest level of sales and project support while offering 

industry-leading field service and technical solutions.

United Export Corporation offers exceptional fire protection equipment 

distribution to more than 70 international markets.

Together, the corporate capabilities of MGC™ encompass the complete 

spectrum of supply and support and offering our customers a whole new 

world of life safety and property protection.

85,000 sq. ft. head office and manufacturing facility, Vaughan (Toronto) Canada
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Industry Leading Building Systems

MGC™ systems and devices encompass a wide range of project

requirements from small, to medium, to large residential 

commercial or industrial facilities, right through to highly 

complex multi-building campus style applications. 

Fire Alarm and Emergency Audio 

MGC™ manufactures a complete range of advanced Conventional 

and Intelligent Fire Alarm systems, Smoke and Flame Detectors,

Signaling Appliances, including Speakers, Horns and Strobes, and 

an array of accessories and service tools.  

Communications  

MGC™ is the manufacturer of choice for multi-unit residential, 

office and healthcare communications systems including, Touch 

Screen Telephone Access, Apartment Intercom, Video Intercom 

and Emergency Call systems.

Security

MGC™ manufactures feature-rich Access Control Systems that can 

be used in a stand-alone configuration (up to 120 readers per system) 

or fully integrated with Telephone Entry systems.
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MGC™ is a privately held 
company founded in 1991, in
Toronto, Canada, with industry
roots dating back to the early
1960s. With a well earned 
reputation for excellence, 
innovation and quality, the
company has consistently
achieved double-digit annual
growth and currently stands 
as one of the fastest growing
companies in the building 
systems sector. 
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CERTIFIED AND ACCREDITED FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY PRODUCTS 
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MGC™ maintains a complete command of the product
development process, from concept to finished product.

Complete In-House Product 
Design Capabilities

From electronic hardware and metalwork to firmware 

and applications software, MGC™ utilizes world-class

product engineering, development and testing facilities

and staff.

MGC™ life-safety systems are designed to meet the 

demanding and mission critical application of fire detection,

alarm, and control. Advanced systems are scaleable to 

satisfy diverse user demands, from small buildings to the

largest complexes, using a common firmware platform 

and distributed processing architecture.
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ISO 9001:2008 
REGISTERED

MGC™ manufacturing and service divisions
meet ISO 9001:2008 standards and guide-
lines. ISO is the international organization
for standardization and is recognized as the
international benchmark for professional
business management and quality control
processes.



• ELECTRONICS

• HARDWARE

• METAL WORK

• SOFTWARE

• GRAPHICS

• DOCUMENTATION

• QA TESTING

• PERFORMANCE TESTING

North America’s Largest Independent 
Manufacturer of Fire and Life Safety Systems

Complete in-house electronic and mechanical manufacturing assures

MGC™ customers of the best products available on the market.

Our unwavering commitment to domestic North American manufacturing

enables MGC™ to offer the highest quality and best competitive value across

the vast range of fire alarm, communications and security products. 

Principal manufacturing, from receipt of raw goods to finished and tested 

systems, devices and components, is conducted in our 85,000 sq. ft. facility,

located in Vaughan (Toronto) Canada. This state-of-the-art facility houses

multiple production lines for electronics, including surface mount and 

auto insertion assembly, metal fabrication, component assembly, firmware

programming and final packaging. 

Additional sub-assembly manufacturing and warehousing facilities are 

located in Canada, the USA, United Arab Emirates and India.
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Facilities and staff dedicated to manufacturing products of the highest quality.





   

 

 

 

Mircom™, the principal brand of MGC™,  

offers a diverse range of Fire Alarm,

Communications and Security systems 

that span the requirements of 

small, medium and large business, 

campus and other applications. 
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Fire & Gas Network Alarm Systems
with distributed control for petro-
chemical and special risk applications.

Network Fire Alarm and Emergency
Audio Systems offer industry leading
‘Mass Notification’ technology for
large commercial and institutional
applications.

Mircom™ FleX-Net™ systems
can be programmed to 
provide monitoring and ‘first
responder’ staff with real-time 
emergency notification 
wherever they travel, within a
facility or around the world.
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Near Limitless Fire Alarm and Emergency Audio Solutions

Mircom™ offers the widest array of advanced conventional and intelligent 

fire alarm systems to serve any size application, from small stand alone 

panels, perfect for a restaurant or medical office, to the largest networked 

system monitoring thousands of detection points. 

In addition to systems that incorporate the latest in performance features

(including high zone capacity, building management system integration,

smoke control, graphic annunciation and mass notification), Mircom™

also offers systems for special risk applications, including small agency 

releasing panels for commercial extinguishing systems and large distributed

control and monitoring systems designed to protect off-shore oil platforms

and petrochemical facilities.

Pro-2000TM

• CONVENTIONAL AND
INTELLIGENT PANELS

• AGENT RELEASE AND CONTROL

• AUDIO AND FIREFIGHTER
PHONES

• SMOKE/HEAT/FLAME DETECTION

• SIGNALING
APPLIANCES/SPEAKERS

• LED/LCD ANNUNCIATORS

• GRAPHIC SOFTWARE

• POWER SUPPLIES/ACCESSORIES

• MASS NOTIFICATION



   

 

 

 

More than products, Mircom™ offers a total system solution for any fire detection application. 
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TX-3 touch screen systems offer a video
software module that allows property
managers to rent video advertising space
in their lobbies – making TX-3 a system
able to pay for itself.

Industry Leading Telephone Entry, Intercom 

and Access Control Systems

Sleek, durable and affordable communications systems are just the 

beginning. The very first system manufactured by MGC™ in 1991 was a

Mircom™ intercom system, and our leadership continues with a new 

generation of systems that are changing the status quo. New TX-3 series

systems offer a choice of DSL or Auto Dialer configuration, local or remote

programming and the widest selection of surface or flush mounted 

panels available today. Best of all, TX-3 systems are ‘access control ready’

with seamless integration and a common database that makes updates

and reports easier than ever.
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Our fully integrated telephone
entry and access control systems
lead the market with sophisticated
features and functionality. TX3
Series products offer intuitive
management of tenant databases
through our proprietary graphic
user interface. 
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Large Project Applications-

Engineering Support

Large networked systems demand

special attention, and the Applications

Engineering department is a critical

link between the manufacturing 

floor and the project site.  This group

configures all system components,

firmware, application software and

conducts full factory testing, prior to

shipping – to insure complete system

performance as specified.

A Proven Global Reputation 

for Excellence

Mircom™ systems are at work pro tecting

millions of people, in thousands of 

facilities, in more than 50 countries

around the world. Outside of the USA

and Canada, MGC Systems International

brings first-class product support to 

foreign markets via established (ESD)

after Engineered System Distributors, 

strategically situated in Asia, India, 

the Middle East & Latin America.

In addition to offering the
widest range of conventional
and addressable detection
devices for common fire
alarm applications, Mircom™

also supports industrial,
transportation and military
applications with specialized
Gas, Flame, Smoke and Heat
detectors required for high
risk applications, including
waterproof and explosion
rated models, to provide 
reliable detection in 
the harshest and most
demanding environments.



• OFFICE COMPLEXES

• HOTELS

• RETAIL

• OIL/GAS/ PETRO CHEMICAL 

• HOSPITALS/
HEALTHCARE

• SCHOOLS/UNIVERSITIES

• CORPORATE

• GOVERNMENT

• INDUSTRIAL 

• COMMERCIAL

• SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT

• AND MANY MORE
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www.mircom.com/FleX-Net



The Most Versatile and Powerful 
Systems in the Industry

FleX-Net™ is a ‘next generation’ modular network system 
that is designed for the most demanding fire protection 
and emergency communications applications. FleX-Net™

introduces an impressive new range of system configurations,
including a wide array of cabinets and sizes for control and
annunciation requirements.



Complete Building System Integration

FleX-Net™ not only integrates all sub-systems,
including fire detection & alarm, audio/voice 
evacuation and HVAC/damper control, it is also
designed with built-in BACnet support for 
seamless integration with Building Management
Systems (BMS). FleX-Net™ eliminates the need 
for expensive adder modules, required by other
systems, and supports both binary and analog
input/output devices.

FleX-Net™ is built to meet the latest building 
code requirements and offers an extensive 
range of panels, modules and devices for any 
retrofit upgrade or new construction project.

COMMERCIAL TOWERS

HOSPITALS 

UNIVERSITY / CORPORATE CAMPUSES

LARGE HOTELS

LARGE SHOPPING MALLS

MILITARY FACILITIES

HIGH-RISE RESIDENTIAL 

APPLICATIONS
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ENHANCED INTELLIGENT NETWORK MONITORING AND CONTROL

Unparalleled Modular System Design

FleX-Net’s modular design provides almost limitless freedom 
to configure local, group and global control and annunciation
where it is needed – including the ability to configure up to 
7 LCD display/control chassis in a single node.

FleX-Net’s unique system architecture provides market-leading
performance and economy in the widest range of different 
system configurations:

• Stand alone addressable fire detection system
• Stand alone addressable fire detection and audio system
• Public Address/Voice Address (PAVA) system 

• Network audio system 

• Network fire detection and audio system

Designed to Meet the Latest Codes and Standards

FleX-Net™ complies with the latest fire codes and standards, 
for control units (listed with UL 864, 9th Edition and ULC S527)
and installation (NFPA, ULC S524). FM certification is pending.
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FleX-Net™ –
Command Center



CLEAR ANNUNCIATION: GRAPHIC MONITORING AND CONTROL 

In addition to the widest selection of LED and LCD annunciators, FleX-Net™

is also supported by Open Graphic Navigator™, an advanced 3D graphic
software system that takes system monitoring and emergency response 
to a whole new level. 

Enhanced Life and Property Protection

• Complete flexibility to display custom floor plans and graphic symbols 

• Custom event messaging 

Secure System Configuration / Maintenance

• 3D floor plan based graphic user interface
• Import system configuration files without taking system off-line

• Easy device symbol placement on floor plans 

Advanced Monitoring and Control

• Real time annunciation of system status

• Annunciation of up to 1000 simultaneous system events

• 500,000 event log capacity

Fully Customized Graphics

• Accepts any .png or .svg formatted floor plan

• Select preconfigured or import custom symbols

• ‘Point and Click’ device symbol placement 

• Custom event response messages

Intuitive User Interface

• Color-coded event queues 
• Clean, easy-to-read system status widget

• Easy to navigate facility using building and floor slider widgets

• Detailed (vector based) 3D building graphics

PA
G
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Open Graphic Navigator instantly communicates
emergency events on the FleX-Net™ network to
responding authorities, including fire, medical and
security personnel, as well as provides messages
to maintenance and service staff. 



MASS NOTIFICATION: DYNAMIC AND BROAD COMMUNICATIONS

Meeting Emerging New Codes and Standards

Mircom’s FleX-Net™ Mass Notification System (MNS) is designed to support the
newest industry requirements for mass notification. This includes the ability for
responding authorities to override fire detection notifications, issue external voice
announcements, and simultaneously distribute different emergency messages 
on any geographic scale required. 

The FleX-Net™ Mass Notification System (MNS) is listed to UL2572, 
and meets the NFPA 72-2010, and UFC/DOD standards for emergency
communications systems. FM certification is pending.

Powerful Emergency Communications

The FleX-Net™ MNS system employs the industry’s most advanced hardware 
and software design to provide audible and visual notification, live voice 
instructions and Internet based text messaging. FleX-Net™ MNS is easily 
integrated with other public safety systems for emergency communications 
to wide area networks.

Audio/MNS Features:

• Up to 63 system nodes with over 50,000 watts of power 

• Storage and activation of pre-programmed
intelligible voice messages

• Auxiliary inputs for general paging, 
background music (where permitted*),
or other non-emergency functions 

• One-Way and Two-Way EVACS capability

• Automatic response to MNS inputs

• Synchronized evacuation zone signaling
• Voice message priority according to risk 
analysis and emergency response plan

• Visible notification and strobes appliance 
support

* Not permitted in Canada

FleX-Net™ Mass
Notification Systems –
Autonomous Control
Unit (ACU) and Local
Operating Console
(LOC). 
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MASS NOTIFICATION COMMUNICATION FLOW
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Wide Area NetworkIn-Building

Distributed Recipient Communications

Communications

Large 
Message
Signage

Telephone/
Mobile Phone and 
Text Messaging

Twisted pair 
conductors

Fiber optics

Ethernet

Cellular network

Radio network

Outdoor
Area 

Speakers

Traffic 
Lights and
Gates

Desktop/
Mobile Email 
Notification

Intelligent Fire Detection & Alarm and Mass Notification Network
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SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS – TODAY AND TOMORROW

The Mircom™ FleX-Net™ system with Mass
Notification functionality was carefully
designed with the specialized needs of 
five key stakeholder groups in mind: 

Dealers and Distributors

Continuity The Mircom Group of Companies 
(MGC)™ is North America’s largest independent 
fire solutions provider

• Over 20 years of experience in providing new 
innovation and value in fire detection

• Systems proven through an extensive portfolio 
of projects in over 50 countries around the world

• Regional offices in Canada, USA, India and UAE 
provide support throughout all phases of 
the project

Reliability Manufactured in North America, 
Mircom™ products have among the lowest 
warranty claims in the industry

• FleX-Net™ systems are built using FX-2000 
system components, proven in over a thousand
installations, worldwide

• MGC™ has built its reputation on exceptional 
service, from initial design, to trouble-free 
installation, and after-sale technical support

Engineering and Fire Consultants

Survivability Network redundancy – no single 
point of failure

• True ‘Peer to Peer’ network configuration 
ensures survivability

• Proven ARCNET™ communications protocol

• Up to 15 coordinated Digital Signal Processors 
per node

• Synchronized audio signaling across nodes 
allows multiple nodes to control common areas

Flexibility Intelligent network with seamless 
integration with Building Management Systems

• Sophisticated Boolean logic with built-in, 
configurable timers with interval and 
scheduling to support complex
smoke control functions

• Support of hardwire circuits 
to uniquely support retrofit 
applications 

• Fully digital system network 
utilizing 1 twisted pair 
conductors or fiber 
optic cable for both 
control and audio

• New Local Operating 
Console (LOC) supports 
fully integrated paging 
and emergency 
audio and firefighter 
telephones

• Annunciators do not 
decrease node capacity

Versatility Supports a wide array of 
signaling and detection system modules

• Offers a wide array of control 
and annunciation modules 

• Advanced device support including laser 
based smoke detection, multi-criteria 
sensors, variable analog input modules 
and monitoring of gas and environmental 
sensors

• Digitized voice messages utilizing custom 
.wav file format
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Owners and Property Managers

Expandability Modular design enables you to
grow your network in size and/or functionality

• Up to 63 nodes with a capacity for over 5,000 
I/O points per node, supporting over 250,000
points on a single network

• Virtually no practical limit to network wire length

• System supports both copper wire and/or 
fiber optic network cabling

Affordability FleX-Net™ offers the ability to 
combine Fire Detection and Mass Notification
functionality to realize cost savings

• Up to 7 display and control chassis per node,
including local, group or global control

• Designed to support both conventional and 
intelligent detection for retrofit applications

• Unique system architecture provides lowest 
system cost

Accessibility FleX-Net™ is supported abroad by a
world-wide network of Authorized Distributors that
offer the best competitive value in the industry

• Factory-trained and accredited installation 
and service technicians

• Local sales, service and repair parts centers 
ensure the best support for your system

On-site Maintenance Staff 
and Technicians

Serviceability Intuitive to install, program, 
and service; Backed-up with exceptional 
technical support

• ‘State of the Art’ system software stores up to 
3 configurations at one time, simplifying loading
and program testing

• Service technicians have the ability to load 
software from one node to the entire network
without taking any panel off-line

• Expanded system event reporting from a large
front panel LCD display eliminates the need 
for a service computer

• Ethernet port provides web server system 
access for both local and remote reporting 
and diagnostics

Building Staff and Fire Department 
Operators

Simplicity Easy to use, intuitive to operate

• Advanced control, including ‘Warden Page’ 
that integrates remote firefighter phones with
audio/evacuation speakers network wide

• ‘Plain language’ XML based system reports

• Firmware upgrades in the field ensure that 
the system is always up-to-date

• A suite of system diagnostic tools are available 
to assist service staff 

Intelligibility Clear, easy-to-understand 
instructions, pre-programmed or in real time

• True multi-channel audio allows each node 
to support up to three unique alarm and 
alert tones

• Multiple displays in every MNS cabinet for 
distinguishing between Fire Detection and 
Mass Notification Events

• Clear and easy to understand text or graphic 
display of system events



FIRE DETECTION AND AUDIO 

ANNUNCIATORS

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
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Compact 
Network Panel

Expandable to 9
Intelligent Signaling
Line Circuits (SLC) 
with up to 3 
expansion modules

Intelligent LCD 
Network
Annunciator

Large Size 
Network Panel

Expandable to 29
Intelligent Signaling
Line Circuits (SLC)
with up to 9 
expansion modules,
available in a variety
of enclosures

Mid-Size 
Network Panel

Expandable to 
29 Intelligent
Signaling 
Line Circuits (SLC)
with up to 
17 expansion 
modules

Local Operating
Console (LOC)

Up to 7 LOCs can be
attached to each ACU,
with a number of
expansion options to
provide emergency
paging and notification
using live or pre-
recorded messages

Audio 
Expansion 
Panel

Provides up to three
audio expansion 
panels for an 
additional 1,080 watts
of audio per node

MNS 
Command
Center

Expandable to 25
Intelligent Signaling
Line Circuits (SLC)
with paging, 
telephone and
allows for up to 
180 watts per panel

Audio 
Network Node

Expandable to 29
Intelligent Signaling
Line Circuits (SLC) 
and allows for 
up to 180 watts of
audio per panel

Open Graphic
Navigator Software

FIRE DETECTION & 
ALARM PANELS

SYSTEM MODULES

The FleX-Net™ intelligent network system has
the most extensive range of system modules,
detection devices and signaling appliances
available. More than an advanced network 
system, FleX-Net™ delivers a complete project
solution with the support of over one hundred
advanced, proven and affordable Mircom™ fire
detection modules.

Signaling

A wide selection of
indoor and outdoor
speakers and speaker/
strobes to supply the
best notification 
and evacuation for 
any application

Auxiliary /
Accessories

Including system 
accessory modules,
power supplies, 
batteries, line modules,
digital communicators,
devices and device
accessories

Detection

Advanced smoke, heat
and multi-technology 
sensors in standard
and specialty detector
configurations



SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
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SIGNAL
SILENCE

FIRE
DRILL

SYSTEM
RESET

GENERAL
ALARM

ACKNOW-
LEDGE

LAMP
TEST

ENTER

TROUBLE
QUEUE

SUPV.
QUEUE

ALARM
QUEUE

MENU

CANCEL

INFO

MONITOR
QUEUE

A.C.
ON

PRE-
ALARM

GROUND
FAULT

  CACF NODE 1

Printer

Programming PC

RS-485 

Ethernet 

Internal RS-485 

RS-232 

UP TO 7 PER NODE
LCD Annunciator 

Building Management System

OPEN GN Graphic Annunciator

NODE 2 NODE 3

NODE 4

NODE 5

Local Operating Console
(LOC)

Up to 7 FX-LOCs 
per MNS Node 

Up to 3 Audio Expansion
Cabinets per Node

Up to 63 Nodes  

Fire Detection

Central Alarm and Control Facility 

Autonomous Control Unit (ACU)

Network Connection – 1 pair copper or 1 fiber link 
for integrated digital communication or 3 pairs 

copper for analog control, audio, and telephony 

MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEM (MNS)

Intelligent Fire Detection & Alarm and Mass Notification Network

The advanced FleX-Net™

network supports tower,
campus or a combination
of wiring configurations
within the network, with
complete ‘peer to peer’ 
system integrity.



   

 

 

 

CORPORATE/CANADA
25 Interchange Way
Vaughan, Ontario
L4K 5W3
Tel: 888.660.4655
Fax: 888.660.4113

USA
4575 Witmer Industrial Estates
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 
14305
Tel: 888.660.4655
Fax: 888.660.4113

INTERNATIONAL
25 Interchange Way
Vaughan, Ontario
L4K 5W3
Tel: 905.660.4655
Fax: 905.660.4113

www.mircom.com

ISO 9001:2008 
CERTIFIED

Information supplied in this document is subject to change without notice. Mircom Technologies Ltd. assumes no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any errors 
or omissions that may appear in this document. Except as permitted by license, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, transmitted
in any form by means electronic, mechanical, using any recorded media, or any other format without the prior written permission of Mircom Technologies Ltd.

Mircom™ name and graphic design is the exclusive property of 7049587 Canada Ltd., used under licence by Mircom Technologies Ltd.

Mir-FN-Br-0112

About the Mircom Group of Companies

The Mircom Group of Companies (MGC™) is North America’s largest independent designer, 
manufacturer and distributor of advanced Fire Detection & Alarm, Emergency Communications
and Controlled Access & Security solutions, serving the global marketplace for over 20 years.
MGC wholly owns the Mircom™ Secutron™ and Summit™ branded lines of fire detection products. 
With corporate headquarters located in Toronto, Ontario and Niagara Falls, New York, MGC 
operates a dedicated network of sales and service branch offices, across North America, under 
its Mircom Engineered Systems™ service brand. 

MGC Systems International Limited supports the sale and installation of MGC’s systems in more
than 50 countries worldwide, with regional offices located in Bangalore, India and Dubai, UAE.
Under its U.E.C.™ (United Export Corporation) service brand,
MGC distributes a broad range of exceptional fire protection
equipment to more than 70 international markets. 

   

 

 

 

Corporate head office and manufacturing facility, Vaughan, Ontario, Canada





INTELLIGENT FIRE ALARM AND AUDIO NETWORK

Flexibility and Adaptability

FleX-Net™ supports system designers with a new level 
of flexibility to specify the ideal application of detection,
control and emergency communications, including 
simple configuration of zone bypass switches.

Sophisticated System Performance

FleX-Net™ complies with the latest requirements 
of fire equipment codes and standards, including 
UL864, 9th Edition, and features near instant alarm 
processing and Boolean logic.

Uncompromising Network Integrity

FleX-Net™ is designed for survivability in ‘worst-case’
events with sophisticated peer-to-peer integrity of
each node in the system. Of course, Flex-Net™ system
integrity is also fully scalable, with up to 63 nodes 
per system.

‘Intelligent’ Modular Design

FleX-Net™ modular design supports intelligent (analog
addressable) fire alarm detection devices and network
wiring of distributed audio/voice evacuation panels,
firefighter phones and remote annunciators with 
custom messages.

Complete Systems Integration

FleX-Net™ seamlessly integrates all sub-systems,
including fire alarm, audio/voice evacuation and 
HVAC fan and damper control. In addition, FleX-Net™

features integrated system components, such as 
a built-in central station dialer, to avoid the need for
separate modules. Taking integration to the highest
level, FleX-Net™ supports easy integration with 
Building Management Systems (BMS), and PC based
graphical annunciation.

Expanded Performance

FleX-Net™ has been designed to support emerging
code and application requirements for new system
functionality as they become adopted nationally,
including the future capabilities of mass notification 
and UUKL smoke control.

Mircom™ introduces the new standard in life

safety for networked system performance,

flexibility and reliability. FleX-Net™ is the 

‘all new’ advanced system that utilizes over

100 existing Mircom™ FX-2000 system 

components and devices to deliver both the 

most advanced fire protection available

today and an extraordinary level of service

and economy.

Flex-Net™ is ready to meet the most 

demanding fire protection specification of

large buildings and campus applications

with complete control and redundancy.

First in sophistication and scalable design,

FleX-Net™ is also first in ease of installation,

programming and serviceability

More than a new solution, Flex-Net™ is 

system networking the way it was meant 

to be, from The Mircom Group™, North

America’s largest independent fire and 

life safety system manufacturer.



APPLICATIONS

FleX-Net™ is built to meet the latest fire code

requirements and offers an extensive range 

of panels, modules and devices for any retrofit

upgrade or new construction project.

COMMERCIAL TOWERS

HOSPITALS 

UNIVERSITY / CORPORATE CAMPUSES

LARGE HOTELS

LARGE SHOPPING MALLS

MILITARY FACILITIES

HIGH-RISE RESIDENTIAL 



Intelligent Fire Alarm

• A range of fire alarm control panels to 
suit any project 

• Up to 40,000 plus detection devices or 
addressable modules per system

• Software configurable smoke detector 
sensitivity adjustment

• Hardwired detection circuits on main board
and optional hardwired circuit modules
uniquely support retrofit applications

Sophisticated Audio/Voice Evacuation

• True multi-channel audio allows each audio
node to support up to three unique alarm 
and alert tones

• Synchronized audio signaling across nodes
allows two nodes to control common areas

• Digitized voice messages utilizing 
custom .wav files

• Paging from a central location and/or any node
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Advanced System Network

• Proven Arcnet™ communications protocol

• Up to 63 nodes per system with ‘peer to peer’ system redundancy

• System supports both copper wire and/or fiber optics network cabling

• No practical limit to network wire length



Network Annunciation

LCD Alphanumeric Annunciators

• A range of annunciator panels to suit any project 

• Global Annunciation, up to 15,000 points

• Annunciators do not decrease node maximums.

Graphic Annunciator

• Fully integrated with Mircom graphic annunciator software

The FleX-Net™ intelligent network system leads the industry with
the most extensive range of system modules, detection devices
and signaling appliances available.

More than an advanced network system, FleX-Net™ delivers a
complete project solution with the support of over one hundred
advanced, proven and affordable Mircom™ fire alarm products:

Signaling

A wide selection of indoor
and outdoor speakers and
speaker/strobes to supply
the best notification 
and evacuation for any 
application.

Installation & Service Support

• ‘Plain language’ XML based system
device reports 

• A suite of system diagnostic tools 

• Option for remote factory analysis

• Industry leading technical support

Configuration Software

• Intuitive and secure configuration software that makes
complex programming and service easier than ever

• Configuration software supports all integrated system
components

• Firmware upgrades in the field, so the system will never
become outdated

• Expanded system event reporting from front panel,
without the need for a computer

Auxiliary/Accessories

Including system accessory 
modules, power supplies,
batteries, line modules, alarm 
communicators, devices and
device accessories.

Network Firefighter
Telephone

• Addressable or wired to node

• Advanced control, including
‘Warden Page’, integrating
remote firefighter phones 
with audio/evacuation 
speakers network wide

Detection

The industry’s most advanced
smoke, heat and multi-technology
sensors in standard and specialty
detector configurations.

 



  CACF NODE 1

NODE 2

NODE 3

NODE 4

NODE 5

NODE 6

RAXN-LCD in
BB-1003(R)

MG-2000 
Graphics Annunciator

Printer

Local PC

UIMA
Programming

Tool

RS-485 

Internal RS-485 

RS-232 

Twisted Pair 

Twisted Pair 

Addressable Telephones 

Addressable Loop

Addressable Loop

Addressable Loop

Addressable Loop

1 pair for Arcnet Network
or two Fiber Optics cables
1 pair for Paging Audio
1 pair for Telephone AudioTe
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Conventional 
Telephone Circuit 

Building Management
System

LCD Annunciator 
up to 4 per Node

Audio Channels for Paging, 
prerecording messages and tones

Five Telephone 
Circuits per TNC-5000 

NODE 6
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The advance FleX-Net™ network supports
tower, campus or a combination of wiring
configurations within the network, with
complete ‘peer to peer’ system integrity.

Intelligent Fire Alarm and Audio Network



NODE 6

Telephone Circuit 

Addressable Loop

UP TO NODE 63

Up to 3 Audio Cabinets per Node

Audio Channels for Paging, 
prerecording messages and tones

Five Telephone 
Circuits per TNC-5000 

Telephone Circuit 

Addressable Loop

UP TO NODE 63

Audio Channels for Paging, 
prerecording messages and tones

Five Telephone 
Circuits per TNC-5000 

Compact 
Network Panel

1 expandable to 5
Intelligent Signaling Line
Circuits (SLC) with up to 
3 expansion modules.

ANNUNCIATORS

Intelligent LCD 
Network Annunciator

Graphic Annunciator
Software Package

Main Lobby 
Control Panel

1 expandable to 5
Intelligent Signaling Line
Circuits (SLC) with up to 
9 expansion modules.
Selection of enclosures.

Mid-Size 
Network Panel

1 expandable to 5
Intelligent Signaling Line
Circuits (SLC) with up to
17 expansion modules.

FIRE ALARM AND AUDIO

Command Center

1 Expandable to 5
Intelligent Signaling Line
Circuits (SLC) with paging
and telephone.

Audio Network Node

1 Expandable to 5
Intelligent Signaling Line
Circuits (SLC).
Up to 4 amplifiers.

System Components and Configurations

FIRE ALARM PANELS

Audio Expansion 
Panel

Up to 7 amplifiers.
Up to 360 watts. Up to 3
panels per remote node.
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TX3 Communication & Security Solutions

www.mircomgroup.com



From small multi-unit residential apartments to commercial office towers or institutional

facilities, including schools and hospitals, Mircom offers a wide range of communication

and security solutions to meet any requirement. 

Elevator
Control Configuration

Software

Touch
Screen

Telephone Entry
ADC & NSL

Card Readers
and Credentials

Access
Control

Unified Platform



Beautifully crafted and glamorously designed, 
the effect makes for an impressive welcome.

Mircom’s TX3-Touch Series Telephone Access Systems are the most advanced communication

and security solutions available on the market today. They allow residential or commercial building

occupants to validate the identity of visitors before granting or denying entry into the complex.

The Touch Series is available in a stylish free-standing kiosk, flush or surface mount configurations.

TX3-TOUCH KIOSK

The TX3-Touch Kiosk is designed for indoor areas with

no wall mounting surface, open areas, and will satisfy

architectural inspired designs. Each unit is constructed

of a heavy gauge stainless steel material and can be fully

customized to display residential or commercial building

directory listings with a site specific screen saver.

Model: TX3-TOUCH-K15

2

1. Provisions for camera and postal lock

2. Whisper quiet fanless operation 

3. Voice and video based help menu
for ease of use

4. Fully configurable with 4 screen
templates

5. Revenue generating advertising
module

6. Easy load content via remotely (LAN)
or locally (USB)

7. Configurable “Welcome” screen

8. 15” industrial grade touch screen
display

9. Easy maintenance through front
panel

10. Up to 150 Watts of impressive stereo
sound with built-in speakers and
digital amplifier

11. Constructed of heavy gauge 
stainless steel

1
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FLUSH

KIOSK

TX3-TOUCH-S15 
Touch Screen Telephone Access System

• Designed for surface mount applications

• Stainless steel enclosure

• 15” color touch screen display 

• Provisions for built-in camera, postal  
lock, card access controller and 
elevator restriction 

TX3-TOUCH-F15 
Touch Screen Telephone Access System

• Designed for flush mount applications

• Stainless steel enclosure

• 15” color touch screen display 

• Provisions for built-in camera, postal lock, 
card access  controller and elevator  
restriction

SURFACE

TOUCH SCREEN
TELEPHONE ACCESS SYSTEM

Mircom’s TX3-Touch Series

Telephone Access Systems are the

most advanced communication

and security solutions available

on the market today.  Images and

videos can be easily imported

remotely via internet or locally

via a USB interface. All panels

support Auto Dialer Control

(ADC) and No Subscriber Line

(NSL) systems.

2000 NAMES STANDARD FEATURES APPLY

STANDARD FEATURES APPLY2000 NAMES

2000 NAMES

TX3-TOUCH-K15  
Touch Screen Telephone Access System

• Designed for indoor applications with no             
wall mounting surface

• Constructed of heavy gauge stainless steel

• Interior mounts to accommodate our two
door Wiegand reader controller 

• 15” color touch screen display 

• Provisions for built-in camera, postal lock,  
card access  controller and elevator restriction

STANDARD FEATURES

• Fully configurable layouts with 4 standard  
modes 

• Voice prompts and user-configurable 
system help video functionality 

• Up to 150 Watts of impressive stereo 

sound with standard built-in speakers 

• Two built-in keyboard layouts  
(Alphanumeric or QWERTY) 

• Programming via built-in USB or Ethernet 
ports, available modem and COM-to-RS- 
485 modules for hardwired setups 

• Remote Desktop capability to fully control 
programming/setup from anywhere in 
the world 



TELEPHONE
ACCESS SYSTEMS

The new TX3 system delivers a

whole new world of Auto Dialer

Control (ADC) telephone access

performance and value in any

configuration. The system

features rugged telephone entry

panels with the largest selection

of models, including paper/

electronic directories, hands-free/

handset design and surface, flush

or post mounting options.

TX3-200-8UH    Surface Mount (Hooded) "Universal”
• Large 8 line by 20 character scrolling directory

to easily find a resident

• 32" Armoured cable handset for private communication

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Surface mount

• Provisions for postal lock and camera

• Available in 200, 1000, and 2000 name capacities

TX3-200-8CH    Standard (Flush) “Continental”
• Large 8 line by 20 character scrolling directory

to easily find a resident

• 32" Armoured cable handset for private communication

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Flush mount

• Provisions for postal lock and camera

• Available in 200, 1000, and 2000 name capacities

TX3-2000-8UH – 2000 NAMESTX3-1000-8UH – 1000 NAMES

HANDSET

TX3-2000-8CH – 2000 NAMESTX3-1000-8CH – 1000 NAMES200 NAMES

SLIM LINE

TX3-200-4U    Surface Mount (Hooded) “Universal”
• Large 4 line by 20 character scrolling directory to

easily find a resident

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Surface or semi-flush mounting options

• Built-in rain hood

• Provisions for postal lock and camera

• Available in 200 name capacities

200 NAMES TX3-2000-4U – 2000 NAMESTX3-1000-4U – 1000 NAMES

TX3-200-8U   Surface Mount (Hooded) “Universal”
• Large 8 line by 20 character scrolling directory

to easily find a resident

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Surface or semi-flush mounting options

• Built-in rain hood

• Provisions for postal lock and camera

• Available in 200, 1000, and 2000 name capacities

TX3-200-8C    Standard (Flush) “Continental”
• Large 8 line by 20 character scrolling directory

to easily find a resident

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Flush mount

• Provisions for postal lock and camera

• Available in 200, 1000, and 2000 name capacities

TX3-2000-8U – 2000 NAMESTX3-1000-8U – 1000 NAMES

 HANDS-FREE

ELECTRONIC  DIRECTORY

200 NAMES

TX3-2000-8C – 2000 NAMESTX3-1000-8C – 1000 NAMES200 NAMES

200 NAMES



HANDS-FREE

PAPER DIRECTORY

TX3-120U
Surface Mount (Hooded)
“Universal”

• Large 4 line by 20 character
LCD display

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Surface or semi-flush mounting
options

• Built-in rain hood

• Provisions for postal lock 
and camera

120 NAMES 120 NAMES

TX3-UFT/USFT
Flush trim ring for surface
mount panels

TX3-UGA/USGA
Gooseneck (post)
mounting adapters for
surface mount panels

PANEL ACCESSORIES PANEL MODULES/SOFTWARE

TX3-120C
Standard (Flush) “Continental”

• Large 4 line by 20 character 
LCD display

• 16 digit keypad, backlit

• Flush mount

• Provisions for postal lock and
camera

TX3-MDM
Modem Module

CAM-3
TX3 Camera,
colour c/w
BNC connector

TX3-GPM
Guard Phone
Module

TH-102
Heater Kit

SURFACE AND FLUSH MOUNT

The TX3-Touch Series also

includes surface and flush mount

enclosures for indoor wall mount

applications. The units have the

same features as the kiosk version

and the stylish faceplate is

designed to blend with virtually

any lobby décor.



NSL ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY

TX3 NSL-12K
Slim line (Hooded) “Universal”,  
Entry Panel NSL Starter Kit
(for 12 residents/suites)

Kit includes:
• One TX3 200-4U Slim Line enclosure

• One TX3 NSL-8M Master NSL Relay Cabinet

• One 2012K Twelve unit kit c/w one 2012K 
Telephone Relay Card and one 9106 Relay Cable

• One RJ-71C Punch Down Block

• Kit can be expanded by adding additional 
2012K and RJ-71C 

200 NAMES

NSL TELEPHONE ACCESS KIT

TX3 NSL-8M
Master NSL Relay Cabinet

• NSL systems require a Master
NSL Unit, Telephone Line Relay
Card(s) and Relay Cable(s)

• Master NSL Unit supports
up to 8 Telephone Line
Relay Cards

• Each Telephone Line 
Relay Card supports up to 
12 residents

• One relay cable is required 
per Telephone Line Relay Card

TX3-8EC
8 relay card
expander
cabinet

2012K
Telephone
Relay Card
and 9106
Relay Cable

RJ-71C
Punch
Down Block

TX3-16EC
16 relay card
expander
cabinet

NSL (NO PHONE BILL) SYSTEM OPTIONS

All TX3 telephone access panels support  ‘no subscriber line’ (NSL) telephone system

wiring.  We make NSL system configuration and installation easy with an ‘all-in-one’

starter kit, selection of cabinets and modular components. 

NSL (NO SUBSCRIBER LINE) SYSTEMS

EXPANSION

COMPONENTS

OPTIONAL ELEVATOR CONTROL

• Allows the visitor
limited access into
a building

• Provides time
dependent relay
contacts that are
used for elevator
control

2012E 
12 unit elevator restriction

relay card

TX3-ER-8 
Elevator Control



TX3 delivers full featured access control as a stand

alone system or fully integrated with your telephone

access system.  

TX3-CX-2K
Two Door Access Control Kit

(1)  Two door controller

(2)  Proximity card readers

(1)  Configuration software

(1)  USB PC connection cable

•  Two door controller with 26 bit Wiegand reader
protocol or 37 bit proprietary protocol  
(8) outputs and (8) inputs

•  Up to 63 controllers per system (5000 users)

•  Local & remote programming via PC

•  Easy-to-use GUI software

•  Wide selection of proximity readers and 
wireless devices

CONTROL

WIRELESS PARKING GATE CONTROL

CARD ACCESS SYSTEMS

OPTIONS

SR-2400MI-GR-MP
Multi Protocol 

Proximity Reader

KT-MIR-0-0 
Key Tag (FOB)

CS-MIR-0-0
Clam Shell 

Proximity Card

TX3-WRR-42
Dual Channel

Receiver

TX3-WRT-2H
Two Button Transmitter with

HID proximity supported

TX3-WRT-4H
Four Button Transmitter with

HID proximity supported

39201237
Wiegand Keypad
Tamper Resistant,

Single Gang Keypad

KP-6840-GR-0
Proximity Reader

with Keypad



Transformer
16 VAC, 40 VA

Transformer
16 VAC, 40 VA

Transformer
16 VAC, 40 VA

Via panel
keypad

Local PC
via USB
connection

Remote PC
via (optional)
telephone
modem 

COMPLETE PROGRAMMING, MONITORING AND REPORTING FLEXIBILITY

TX3 NETWORK DIAGRAM



Specifications & Comparisons

MODEL TX3-TOUCH-K15 TX3-TOUCH-S15 TX3-TOUCH-F15

Mounting Standalone (Kiosk) Surface Flush

Dimensions Unit: 50”H x 17.05”W x 3.6”D 24.36”H x 18.92”W x 3.5”D 23.82”H x 18”W x 3.5”D 
1270mm x 433mm x 91mm 619mm x 481mm x 89mm 605mm x 457mm x 89mm

Base: 17.4”L x 13”W x 1”H  (backbox dimensions) (backbox dimensions)
442mm x 330mm x 25mm

Name Capacity 2000* 2000* 2000*

Screen Size 15" 15" 15"

STANDARD FEATURES

Provision for built-in card 
access controller

Yes Standalone Standalone

Local programming via keypad or USB to a PC via keypad or USB to a PC via keypad or USB to a PC

* Larger capacity is available in custom configuration.

Telephone Entry LCD Panels

MODEL TX3-200-8U TX3-200-8C TX3-200-4U
TX3-1000-8U TX3-1000-8C TX3-1000-4U
TX3-2000-8U TX3-2000-8C TX3-2000-4U

Mounting Surface Flush Surface

Exterior Frame Dimensions 16.625"H x 10.125"W x 3"D 18.5"H x 12"W x 0.5"D 16.628"H x 5.75"W x 3"D 
422mm x 257mm x 76mm 470mm x 305mm x 13mm 422mm x 146mm x 76mm

Wall Cut-out Dimensions Not Applicable 16.875"W x 10.375"W x 3"D Not Applicable 
429mm x 263.5mm x 76mm

Name Capacity 200, 1000, 2000 200, 1000, 2000 200, 1000, 2000

Screen Size 8 line, 20 character 8 line, 20 character 4 line, 20 character

Weather Resistant Yes No Yes

STANDARD FEATURES

Alphanumeric keypad illuminated illuminated illuminated

Remote programming and setup  via modem via modem via modem

Local programming via keypad or USB to a PC via keypad or USB to a PC via keypad or USB to a PC

MODEL TX3-200-8CH
TX3-1000-8CH TX3-120U TX3-120C
TX3-2000-8CH

Mounting Flush Surface Flush

Exterior Frame Dimensions 18.5"H x 12"W x 0.5"D 16"H x 10"W x 3"D 18.5"H x 12"W x 0.5"D 
470mm x 305mm x 13mm 406mm x 254mm x 76mm 470mm x 305mm x 13mm

Wall Cut-out Dimensions 16.875"H x 10.375"W x 3"D 16.25"H x 10.625"W x 2.75"D 16.875"H x 10.375"W x 3"D 
429mm x 263.5mm x 76mm 412mm x 270mm x 70mm 429mm x 263.5mm x 76mm

{When used with TX3-UFT}

Name Capacity 200, 1000, 2000 120 120

Screen Size 8 line, 20 character 4 line, 20 character 4 line, 20 character

Weather Resistant No Yes No

STANDARD FEATURES

Alphanumeric keypad illuminated illuminated illuminated

Remote programming and setup  via modem via modem via modem

Local programming via keypad or USB to a PC via keypad or USB to a PC via keypad or USB to a PC

NOT TO BE USED FOR INSTALLATION PURPOSES.



APARTMENT INTERCOM SYSTEMS

ASSISTED LIVING EMERGENCY CALL SYSTEMS

K-Series/KV-Series 
Apartment Intercom Panels

• Vandal-resistant construction

• Clear indication of tenant call button

• Speaker or handset versions

• Paper directory insert

• Accommodates systems from 
4 to 60 units

N-3000 Series/N-5000 Series
Entrance  Panels

• Vandal-resistant construction

• Paper directory panels

• Provision for postal lock

• Accommodates systems from 
16 to 288 units

Suite Stations and Accessories
• Suite stations are available in single

and dual gang models

• Dual gang stations are available in
stainless steel and vandal-resistant
models

• White intercom handsets are
equipped with an electrical call tone

EC-300 Series
Emergency Call Systems

• Remote duty stations

• Subsequent alarm

• Dry alarm contacts

• Remote signaling and
control outputs

Apartment
Intercom

Mircom offers a choice of tenant

directory styles in our line of

attractive, rugged and easy-to-use

intercom systems. K, KV and N Series

systems are designed to meet the

demanding service requirements of

any multi-unit residential, commercial

or institutional intercom application.  

EC-300 Series 
Components

• Dome Lights are available
with an audible signal

• Pull Cord Stations activate a
remote alarm call

• Push Cord Stations utilize a
cord for initiating a call
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About the Mircom™ Group of Companies

The Mircom Group of Companies (MGC™) is North America’s largest independent
designer, manufacturer and distributor of advanced Fire Detection & Alarm, Voice
Evacuation & Communication Systems, and Controlled Access & Security Solutions,
serving the global marketplace for over 20 years. 

MGC owns the Mircom™, Secutron™, and Summit™ branded line of products. With
corporate headquarters located in Toronto (Vaughan), Ontario, Canada and Niagara
Falls, New York, U.S.A., MGC operates a dedicated network of sales and service branch
offices throughout North America and abroad, under its Mircom Engineered
Systems™ brand (Mircom ES™). 

MGC Systems International Limited supports the sales and installation of MGC
systems in more than 50 countries worldwide, with regional offices located in Mexico
City, Mexico; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Bangalore, India; Dubai, UAE; and Singapore.
Under its United Export Corporation (U.E.C.™) division, MGC distributes a broad range
of exceptional fire protection equipment
to more than 70 international markets. 

Corporate head office and manufacturing facility, Vaughan, Ontario, Canada



TOUCH SCREEN TELEPHONE ACCESS SYSTEM

www.mircom.com/tx3-touch/advToll Free:  1-888-MIRCOM-5 Web site: 

ADVERTISING MODULE 

Sample Video: 
Screen Saver

Sample Video:  
Call Screen

The TX3 Touch Advertising module empowers 
property managers to quickly recoup the costs of 
their state-of-the-art telephone entry and card access 
security system by selling advertising time on their 
kiosks in high traffic lobbies and entrance ways.

The Advertising Module sells to the end user for a one time 
flat fee however, it allows the owner of the property to recur 
revenue on an on-going basis.  

Ad slots can be for  time periods as little as 
3-hours long or as long as 3 years.  

Recurring revenue

The general recurring revenue model for the touch screen 
owner is to allow for local businesses to purchase time 
slots, or groups of time slots, whereby their 
customized picture or video media files 
can play as “call banner”, “main 
screen video”, or “screen 
saver” advertisements 
on the unit.

Visitors to the building will be presented with the ad/
promotion when they approach the unit, as  either: (a) 

main video, (b) call banner or (c) screen saver, when 
visiting or interacting with the TX3-Touch.

How it works ...

Overview

RECURRING REVENUE GENERATOR

a

b

3 Banners positions: a,b,c

c
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•	 Choose any type of advertising media files to be displayed on the 
touch screen (video, image, animation, music or converted MS 
PowerPoint)

•	 A step by step wizard is used to manage advertising media
•	 Fully customizable playlist for 3 hour periods during the day add the 

flexibility needed to support various advertising schedules
•	 Easy to configure and update media/ad slots

•	 Generate a simple report for billing purposes

Features

Configuration Screen

•	 Enter configuration  
utility as unit admin

•	 Add a video/image or other 
media file  using a simple 
wizard

•	 Schedule fully customizable 
playlists for 3 hour periods 
during each day, 7 days per 
week

Easy  
3-step setup

ADVERTISING MODULE 

TOUCH SCREEN TELEPHONE ACCESS SYSTEM

Lawyers, Mortgage Services, Insurance, 
Accounting Services, Cleaning, Contractors, 

Dance Studio, Flower, Interior Design, Movers, 
Neighbourhood, Personal Assistant, Pets 

Stores, Printing Stores, Restaurants, Salon and 
Spa, Self-Storage and many more ... 

Supports

Potential advertisers

RECURRING REVENUE GENERATOR

MIR-M-0014



The new TX3 Telephone Entry and Card Access Integrated 
System delivers a whole new world of performance and value in 
any configuration. From small apartment/condo to large commercial 
applications, the TX3 integrated system is ready with the most  
extensive list of features available:

•  Rugged auto-dial entry panels with an array of indoor/ 
outdoor and surface/flush configurations

•  Optional NSL (no phone bill) telephone wiring

•  Expandable elevator control (up to 96 relays per controller)

•  Expandable, full featured, card access (up to 126 readers)

•  Optional gate control with wireless transmitters

The TX3 is the new expandable and scalable solution your  
business has been waiting for! 

INTRODUCING... 
The best  
performance  
and value for 
every project! DETECTION & SIGNALING

A complete library of product information is available 
at: www.mircom.com/tx3

TELEPHONE/CARD ACCESS



NSL TELEPHONE ACCESS KITS

Complete Auto Dialer Systems Or Entry Panels For NSL (No Phone Bill) System
TELEPHONE ACCESS SYSTEMS

PAPER DIRECTORY ELECTRONIC DIRECTORY

120 Names

TX3-120C
Standard (Flush) 
“Continental”

TX3-120U
Surface Mount 
(Hooded)  
“Universal”

120 Names

TX3-200-4U
Surface Mount 
(Hooded)  
“Universal”

200 Names

TX3-200-8CH
Standard (Flush) 
“Continental”

TX3-2000-8CH

2000 Names

TX3-1000-8CH

1000 Names

200 Names

TX3-NSL-12K
Slimline (Hooded) “Universal”, 12 Telephone relays.
Includes lobby panel and NSL relay cabinet, relay, 
cards and cables.

200 Names

TX3-200-8U
Surface Mount 
(Hooded)  
“Universal”

200 Names
TX3-1000-8U

1000 Names
TX3-2000-8U

2000 Names

TX3-200-8C
Standard (Flush) 
“Continental”

200 Names
TX3-1000-8C

1000 Names
TX3-2000-8C

2000 Names

HANDSFREE HANDSFREE SLIM LINE HANDSET

PANEL ACCESSORIES PANEL MODULES

NSL (NO PHONE BILL) SYSTEM OPTIONS

CARD ACCESS OPTIONS

Flush trim ring  
for surface mount panels 
- Stainless steel

Color Camera
 CAM-3 includes a BNC
connector  

Gooseneck (post) 
mounting adapters for 
surface mount panels

Modem Module 
 TX3-MDM  

Guard Phone 
Module
TX3-GPM 

Heater Kit
 TH-102 ,  add a 24 VAC
transformer (PS-24)

ADSL Filter 
Module
 ADSL-100

Master 
 TX3-NSL-8M

8 relay card 
expander cabinet  
 TX3-8EC

Elevator Control  
TX3-ER-8

16 relay card 
 expander cabinet    
TX3-16EC

12 unit 
tel. relay card 
 2012K 

12 unit elevator 
restr. relay card 
2012E

Punch Down Block 
RJ-71C

CONTROL EXPANSION COMPONENTS

System Kit
TX3-CX-2K

Readers and 
Keypads 

Proxcards/keys Long Range  
Transmitters 

Dual Channel 
Receiver

CONTROL READER/KEYPADS PROX CARDS/KEYS WIRELESS

Please see web site for product number details.

Canada & International  25 Interchange Way, Vaughan (Toronto), Ontario  L4K 5W3  Telephone: (905) 660-4655  Fax: (905) 660-4113  •  Web Site: www.mircom.com
U.S.A.  4575 Witmer Industrial Estates, Niagara Falls, NY 14305   Telephone: (888) 660-4655  Fax: (888) 660-4113  •  E-mail: mail@mircom.com

Not to be used for installation purposes.

CONTROL

ELEVATOR CONTROL
COMPONENT

MIR-TX3-SS-0001-v6

TX3-2000-4U

2000 Names

TX3-1000-4U

1000 Names

Proximity Wafer  
PW-MIR-0-0

Graphics Card  
GR-MIR-H-26



   

 

 

 

Intuitive InSuite Station provides a 
built-in camera, two-way audio/video 
communications and three customizable 
illuminated function buttons.

TX3 InSuite Station is a new platform for building and 

community services. The innovative tablet-like device 

is designed to send and receive audio and video signals,

browse the internet, run other software applications 

and accept various hardware modules to integrate a variety 

of wireless devices. The TX3 InSuite is 100% designed and 

built by Mircom in Canada.

Remote Access:Message center to record
and play back audio or video messages placed
by visitors from smart phone.

The most versatile and full featured solution for 
multi-residential condominiums and homes.

[TX3] InSuite™

DOORS LIGHTS MEDIA MESSAGING VIDEO WATER
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TX3 InSuite Touch Station’s open architecture can accept any third party software for:
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• Cameras

• Bullet Camera

• Dome Camera

• Small Form Factor 
IP Camera

• Security Devices

• Door Contact

• Photo Infrared Sensor

• Window Open Contact

• Break Glass Sensor

• Door Lock

• Cabinet Lock

• Lighting Switches

• Gateway for Protocol

• Dimmers

• 3-Way Switches

• Low Voltage Variable 
output controller

• Low Voltage On/Off
Switch

• General Purpose Switches

• 8-zone controller

• 4-output relay 
load controller

• 4 input/2 output controller

• water shutoff valves

Supported PeripheralsConfiguration chart

Lighting Control HVAC control, power management,
security and sprinkler systems.

System Integration (parking, video surveillance, social
media, mass notification, fire alarm annunciation).

Door Control Security to lock and unlock main 
building doors plus wireless support for appliances
and wireless locks (Zigbee, Z-Wave & More).

Video Intercom to screen visitors and control access 
to the premises as well as communication within the
building to visitors and other occupants.

Contact our local Mircom representative for availability and customization features for your area. MIR-TX3-130025
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